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The Awareness cycle 

There is no right or wrong way to look at any of this. You may find yourself moving from 

awareness to awake to acceptance and then back to awareness several times, or you may go 

from awareness and go straight to action. Everything depends on where you find yourself and 

how the moment takes you. Even not doing is a state of moving because your body is still 

moving, you are still breathing and all around the world continues to move.  

 

 

Aware

Awake

Acceptance

Alignment

Adapt

Attention

Abundance

Action
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Aware  

Using the power of stillness, journaling, writing, breathwork and meditation to connect to your 

unconscious mind and divine inner wisdom you will learn about what your inner wisdom wants 

you to know and be able to hear what your body wants you to tell you. This is partly looking at 

the past as an encyclopedia, and then moving into and staying in the now.  

Awake 

This is about waking up to the journey so far, to be able to peel back the layers to reach the 

heart of who you are and be connected to the whispers of your soul and asking how did I get 

here?  

Acceptance 

Acceptance is an active process that demonstrates courage and inner strength. Acceptance 

is accepting the fact that something happened that you cannot change. You cannot reverse 

time, you cannot change things that have occurred in the past, all you can do is accept that it 

did happen and see what you could learn from it. Forgiveness is not acceptance, it is, however, 

part of the process to wholeness. Letting go is where you should end up at the end of the 

forgiveness process. 

Adapt 

Adapt means willing to change. It's being ready to uncover what stands in your way, believing 

in the magic of creating personal change and getting out of your way to get what you want. 

Alignment 

Being in alignment means, living by your values, embodying self-love, discovering your happy 

to be me factor and living with inner peace and contentment. 

Attention 

Where you put your focus and attention that is where your energy flows. Where you focus your 

awareness, plays a key role in what you're creating and manifesting in your life.  

Abundance 

Abundance comes when you have balanced everything in your life, as best as you can. When 

you know what you want and why. 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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Action 

Taking action is an essential life skill. Every day we decide to be, do or have and to get where 

we are going, we need to take just one step. When you are in alignment with who you want to 

be and what you want, it is easier to take the next aligned step. 
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How to make this work for 
you 

Because we don't become anxious overnight, you won't be calm and at ease overnight either. 

BUT. You will start to feel better and be able to manage yourself and find that place of inner 

calm soon. The key message here is don't run before you can walk.  

Start with getting yourself a journal and have a go at writing in it. If you find this hard, 

consider taking the 28 journaling introduction course. Very soon you will be ready to come 

back to this. Get an accountability buddy to support you. 

Keep practising the toolkit and making sure you have ways to start your day well, tools to 

call on during the day and a way to end the day well. 

You can reflect at any time, and I would highly recommend it. However, it is also incredibly 

beneficial to reflect at the end of this process and celebrate how far you have come. 

And finally, practice, practice, practice. 

Setting an intention 

What better way to start your journaling practise than to greet your journal. We do these 

prompts to bring super positive energy to your journal. I believe that journals are living things 

and need to be set up to receive whatever is coming over its life. This is foundational journaling 

magic. As you start to do more writing and reflecting in your journal, you need to consider how 

to bring magic to your daily practice.  

Bring energy and intentions to your journal 

All of my journals are living breathing beings that hold my vibration and essence. Before I use 

a journal, I want to bless it and create intentions for it. The simplest way to do this is to hold it 

in your hands and breathe love into it. Go to the first page of your journal and write your 

intentions. I also colour in a hand mandala and write my intentions and affirmations around 

it. 

http://www.daledarley.com/
https://daledarley.com/introduction-to-journaling/
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Your intentions 

Dear Universe, 

My intention for this short journey is...[add in your intentions] 

I am open to discovering all that I am on the way to getting what I want 

I am fully open to receiving all of the abundance that the Universe has to offer me 

I am an open channel for spirit to work with me for the highest good of all 

All my love [your name] 

Sign and date the page. Say your intention(s) out loud. 

If you have white sage, you could also cleanse your journal. 

 

Go to your journal's first page, draw around your hand and set your intentions inside your hand. 

Journal it: Do the drawing, bringing your energy to the page and set your intentions and then 

reflect on what comes up for you. 

Setting your healing intentions 

Healing cannot begin until you have clearly identified what you need to heal. Daily journaling 

will help to unlock what these areas might be.  You will start to notice themes in your writing 

as your unconscious mind starts to reveal itself, and it is often not what you thought it might 

be. Start by asking yourself - What do I want to heal? 

• Next, Draw what you want to heal.  This could be a stick person or some other drawing, 

doodle or scribble. (It will all make sense) 

• This acts as prompt to your unconscious mind to search and find what it is you really need 

to heal. 

• We want to connect the body and mind in this activity, as we know that mind and body are 

one. 

Remember that you cannot heal experiences, but you can change how you view them, and 

you can make choices about how you will react or behave next time. What you can heal is you. 

Journal it: Ask what you want to heal. Reflect. Draw it. Write out your healing intentions. Are 

there any conflicts between what you thought you wanted to heal and what has come out 

through your writing or drawing? 

Your safe space 

This is a wonderful exercise to ensure that if something becomes too much for you - you can 

go to your safe space. Describe what a safe space looks and feels like. Go there in your 

imagination. If you are not visual - see, sense, know or feel it into place. It's better if it is a 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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neutral space and not someones home where you may have memories - no matter how 

wonderful they are. 
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Let's talk about stress and 
anxiety 

The difference between stress and anxiety 

Stress: 

• You know what is causing the feelings (e.g. there is a trigger) 

• The situation makes most people feel stressed (e.g. not getting your to-do's done) 

• It does not change your normal behaviour (e.g. you do not isolate yourself) 

• It stops when the situation is over 

Journal it: Over the last two weeks, which of these have cropped up for you: 

• Missed deadline 

• Getting to an appointment late 

• Arguing with a friend or loved one 

• Not finishing all of the things on your to-do list 

• Tension at work 

• Worry about health 

• Not getting it 'right' 

• Not enough hours in the day 

• Problems with boss/co-workers 

• Lack of funds to cover basic needs 

• Demands from children 

• Being overcommitted 

• Lack of energy 

• Needing to be in two places at once 

What have been the triggers? What did you do? How quickly did the feelings go away?  

This exercise is designed to simply raise your awareness of short term stressful things. 

Anxiety: 

• You do not always know why you feel anxious 

• Other people in the same situation probably wouldn't feel very anxious 

• You act differently to avoid feeling anxious 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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• The anxiety stays with you, even after the stress is gone 

Journal it: Over the last two weeks, have you – score 1 for every yes: 

• A heightened fear of what people think of you 

• Afraid of being trapped in a place with no exits 

• Always feeling angry and lack of patience 

• Binge eating, emotional eating or eating rubbish for the sake of it 

• Binging on Netflix or Facebook 

• Constant feeling of being overwhelmed 

• Depression 

• Dramatic mood swings (emotional flipping) 

• Easily annoyed or irritable 

• Emotionally blunted, flat, or numb 

• Emotions feel wrong 

• Everything is scary, frightening 

• Feel like crying for no apparent reason 

• Feeling down in the dumps 

• Feeling like something awful is going to happen 

• Feeling like things are unreal or dreamlike 

• Felt nervous or on edge 

• Frequently being on edge or 'grouchy' 

• Have no feelings about things you used to 

• Not able to sleep, frequently waking up and other sleep disturbances 

• Not feeling like yourself, detached from loved ones, emotionally numb 

• Restless and can't sit still, but don't know what to do with yourself 

• Trouble relaxing 

• Underlying anxiety, apprehension, or fear 

• Worrying about many things 

• You feel like you are under pressure all the time 

What would you add? 

Add up your score. If you have more than 4, you probably have some level of anxiety. 

Journal it: What do you learn about yourself? 

Anxiety creeps up 

Anxiety is one of those things that can just creep up on you, before you know it you are 

experiencing both mental symptoms such as sleepless nights, exhaustion, excessive worry, 

lack of focus, and irritability. And physical symptoms such as rapid heart rate, muscle tension, 

and headaches. 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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When you start feeling like this, it can be difficult to know what to do. Should you seek 

professional help or practice somethings like journaling and meditation? The way that I gauge 

is to ask how long this has been going on? Is it a short term stress reaction, or is it a longer-

term set of symptoms that are debilitating me? Anxiety is triggered by stress and tends to be 

long term. 

Often you will not realise that you are suffering from anxiety, because you will think it's just 

stress. When you start something like journaling, you will be able to see just how long things 

have been going on and that too can be a shock. 

It can be hard to make sense of both stress and anxiety. It's natural to experience stress 

from time to time. However, if what is going on is persistent, then it's time to acknowledge 

that you need to do something about it. 

I've noticed among my friends that we can find events like these stressful:  

• Being in an unpredictable new situation  

• Break-up of a relationship 

• Experiencing the death of somebody close 

• Financial or work problem 

• Experiences from early childhood resurfacing 

• House sale falling through 

• Physical health problems (I suffered, for example, a fractured spine) 

The good news is that once we had got through the worse, life seemed to go back to 

normal. Anxiety stays with us. 

Journal it: What have you noticed creeping up on you? 

Anxiety journaling prompts 

Let's end this part with some journaling prompts to help you to raise your awareness just a 

tad more. 

• When do you remember first starting to feel anxious? 

• What triggered your anxiety? 

• What recently triggered your anxiety? 

• Does anxiety run in your family? How does that present? And what have you learned about 

your families anxiety? 

• What does anxiety feel like to you? 

• Where do you notice it in your body? 

• What emotions do you feel? 

• How do you usually respond when you feel anxious? 

• In the last week/month/3 months – what thoughts have been running around your head? 

• When it comes to relaxing, what stops you? 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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• When it comes to disturbed sleep, what happens – do you have trouble falling asleep or 

staying asleep? 

• Do you have bad dreams and if yes, what kinds of dreams do you recall? 

• What is your biggest concern or fear? 

• When you think of fears, what can you control and what can't you? 

• Write down one thing you can do right now to control the situation? 

• What do you learn from that? 

• When you are feeling anxious, what makes you feel better? 

• What makes you feel worse? 

• Spell anxiety, and write a letter to anxiety, add in how you would rather things were. 

• What do you learn? 

Your day 

When you have finished one of your journaling prompts, remind yourself of these: 

• It's ok to feel this way 

• I know it hurts, but that's ok 

• I will grow and change through this 

• I'm doing my best, and I always do my best 

• I forgive myself 

• I'm not alone 

• I'm going to get through this 

• I'm only human. 

• Everyone makes mistakes 

• I am not my thoughts 

• I can look at this from a different perspective 

• My emotions don't define me 

• I love myself enough to… 

  

http://www.daledarley.com/
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Acid and alkalising experiences 

Your unexpressed emotions and experiences can be classified into acid or alkalising. 

Consider that in science, you have a PH (potential hydrogen) scale. Now think of your PH scale 

as a personal harmony scale, with acid on one side and alkaline on the other.  

The numbers on your PH scale range from 1-14. 

Neutral and has a pH of 7.0. Anything below 7.0 is 

acidic, and anything above 7.0 is alkaline. 

Acid experiences are unpleasant. They burn and 

sting at one end and towards the middle of the 

scale are mildly irritating. Alkaline experiences are 

healthier (journaling, walking, meditating, colouring 

mandalas or having a massage). They are used to neutralise an acidic experience. What we 

want is to live and experience life from a balanced perspective. This will come with time. 

Journaling and your PH balance of experiences 

As part of raising your awareness, consider all of the stressful or anxious experiences that you 

have recently had. What came up for you? Did they feel acid or alkalising? 

• Draw up a balance sheet of great times and not so great times 

• On one side add your acid experiences and the other alkalising 

• Assign each experience a number from the PH scale (from 1-14) 

• Which do you have more of? 

• Which experiences are linked (if any) and which have balanced each other out? 

• What do you learn about you from this? 

Becoming a detective is super helpful. You will notice when something comes up and 

when something relieves it. You will notice when you feel it, where you feel it, and later you will 

learn tools like using the breath and journaling to become more curious when things happen. 

How do you know when you are stressed and/or anxious? 

When you look at your balance sheet, were you surprised with what you found? Find a colour 

that means acid to you and mark up your acid experiences. Then link them together. Are there 

triggers or a constant trail of feelings and body responses? What insights do you get? 

Next, stop, breathe and take a look at yourself and feel into your body – we will do more 

of this later. Are you stressed or feeling anxious? How do you know if you are or if you are not? 

Are there any recurring themes or acid experiences? 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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Sometimes we become totally 'stressed out' and not aware of our rising stress levels as if 

we've tuned out to the repeated knocking. Or you may be fully aware but paralysed and blocked 

from taking action due to fear. Not all individuals respond to stressors in the same way. Your 

personality and past experience all dictate how you deal with things and your reactions. In 

other words, susceptibility to stress or anxiety-related dis-ease varies among individuals. 

Some people are particularly vulnerable to stressful situations or events, while others may be 

highly productive under pressure (short term). It's the longer-term things that generally cause 

more issues. 

Journal it: Take a few minutes to consider what you discover, explore and reflect in your journal. 

Then ask what conscious decisions will you make to changes in your life? You may not be able 

to action them, but a list is a great place to start. Consider: 

• How has this week been for you? 

• What stands out? 

• Does your eating become erratic when you are stressed or anxious? 

• Do you drink more alcohol to cope? 

• Do you forget to drink water and instead reached for dehydrating teas or sugary sodas? 

• Is there a pattern or is one emerging? 

• Were there any triggers? 

• How did you behave? 

• What is being revealed to you?  

NOTE: If you have got this far and through the awareness in your journal that you need 

other support, please do not hesitate to ask. While you are working with a trained professional, 

you can use this book, and your journal to make changes to your life. 

How to recognise you are in an anxious state 

One of the most powerful aha moments you will come when you see the link between your 

routine and anxious state. For example, you may check your emails as soon as you wake up, 

and flick through social media twenty times a day, check the news at every break and spend 

all your energy with friends and family being a worrywart. This can all add up to you being 

stuck in an anxious state for the majority of the day. One of the best ways to notice this is to 

write a day in the life of a worrywart in your diary. 

Your anxiety record 

Take a typical day this week, log the thoughts, emotions and physical sensations in your body 

and the situation they occur. Then identify roughly the percentage of time you are in either 

anxious or calm state.  Feel free to go into as much detail as you would like. Here are some 

suggested time slots but if you want to do it every few hours then do that: 

• Morning: Wake up to 9am 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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• Morning: 9am – 12am 

• Afternoon: 12am – 6pm 

• Evening: 6pm till bed 

Journal it: Take a day and log what happens for you. What do you learn? 

 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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Your anxiety record 

 Thoughts Emotions Body Sensations Behaviours Ideas for change 

Morning: Wake up to 

9am 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Morning: 9am – 

12am 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Afternoon: 12am – 

6pm 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Evening: 6pm till bed 
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Having a great day 

Waking up 

Body scan 

As we have said, you may not even be aware that these are happening. I invite you to do a 

quick body scan to see where you are holding your tension. When this occurs too often, you 

may notice you have one or more long-lasting symptoms as listed previously. Let's start with 

some ways that you can listen to your body. 

Tools for listening to your body 

Relaxation 

Before you can hear anything, you need to be in a relaxed state. One of the simplest ways of 

doing this is to have a bath. Other ways include massage, reflexology, walking, meditating and 

sitting quietly in a space that promotes calm. Were any of these on you're A to Z list_ 

Breath 

I've learnt an incredible amount about breath from my amazing client and friend Anandi (aka 

The Sleep Guru and author of Breathe Better, Sleep Better). In using the breath in different 

ways, you create a space for communication to occur. Put your hands on your tummy and 

practice breathing into your hands. Keep it slow and steady and if rubbish comes into your 

head, count. As you find ways to connect to your breath, you will hear your body talking to you. 

Mind's eye 

I am not quite sure how to describe this. What I do is connect to my third eye, which is between 

my normal eyes and send it off around my body, exploring what is going on. You can send it 

into all of your nooks and crannies. Have an open mind to what comes back. Like the breath, 

you'll get all kinds of information coming back to you. 

Hands 

Place your hands on the spot that hurts, or where you are holding tension and ask 'what's 

going on, what do you want to tell me, and what else do I need to know?' Your hands are 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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fabulous communication transmitters. I often put one hand on my heart and one on my solar 

plexus (above my belly button) and have a chat. 

Dreams 

All kinds of messages can come in dreams. How you interpret the words and pictures are as 

individual as you are. Again, dream books are useful, but more useful is asking yourself what 

the images mean to you. You dream in metaphors, and these are particular to you. I once 

dreamt of a thing called a yarrow pea, it was enormous. When I researched yarrow, I 

discovered that it was wonderful for hot flushes. 

Which tool is right for you? 

The only advice I can give you is to try things out and find out what works for you. My favourites 

are my hand, breath and mind's eye. However, I am grateful for the words and pictures that 

come seemingly unbidden. 

Stop ignoring your body 

This human container which is made up of energy which is connected to and resonates with 

the Universe and therefore all wisdom. It has its own innate divine wisdom and as such is an 

incredible device for telling you what you need to know. Acknowledge it, love it, work with it, 

and you will receive the knowledge about how to improve your well being. 

When you have explored and have the information that you need, say thank you. Show 

gratitude to your body; she/he works hard for you. Do something fab for you and your body to 

celebrate this new level of awareness and understanding. What are your plans for listening to 

your body more? 

Journal it: Explore the different ways to listen to your body and write up your experiences in your 

journal. 

Three hearts meditation 

Do this as you are lying in bed or before you start your journaling practice. Find a comfortable 

place to sit or lie. Close your eyes. Take some deep breaths, in through the nose and out 

through the mouth, with a sigh and pursed lips. Become aware of your body from head to toe, 

of your weight, of the heaviness of your limbs. Relax. Scan your body and simply notice. 

Become aware of any sensations or feelings, but do not judge. 

• Place your hands on your heart and breathe slowly in through the nose and out through 

the mouth 

• I invite you to imagine that you have roots growing from your feet into Mother Earth. See 

them flow all the way into the centre of the Earth where you will find the heart of Mother 

Earth – connect with her 

• Drink this energy in through your roots and into your body  

• You are now securely anchored into the ground. Feel yourself becoming grounded 

http://www.daledarley.com/
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• Bring your attention back to your roots, allow a sense of security, calm and inner peace to 

come in 

• Breathe in goodness and breathe out any negative things that you may be holding inside 

you. Send it to Mother Earth to be transmuted 

• Do this for a few times 

• Next, continue to breathe in healing earth energy and extend it from the base of your spine, 

up through your body, connecting with your heart 

• Breathe in and out a few times, feel yourself becoming centred 

• On your next breath, take your awareness out through the top of your head, into the 

heavens and the heart of consciousness and breathe in pure white light 

• Flood your body with the pure white light  

• Breathe out anything that does not serve you, that you may be holding inside you 

• Do this for a few times 

• Bring your attention back to your heart. Simply be aware. Feel, see, or sense the energy in 

this area. Look around, what do you notice? What messages are you getting? What images 

do you see? What are you sensing?  

• Take a releasing breath and come back into the room 

Journal it: What do you notice after you have practised this? 

Word of the day 

How do you want to feel today? This is a simple way to start your day and is great for those 

people who think that they don't have time to journal. Write a word and then repeat it to 

yourself as the day progresses. 

At the end of the day, reflect in your journal about how it went. Did you feel resistance? Did 

it work well for you? Was it easy to change state from feeling anxious to how this word might 

make you feel? What did you learn? 

Mind Mapping 

When I want to explore an idea, thought or feeling, I simply create a mind map. A mind map is 

a collection of thoughts around a central idea. It is quick and simple and serves to ignite my 

imagination. I also use it for creating plans and developing ideas. 

5-word mind-map 

This is very simple and is similar to the mind mapping idea, except the word is a word for 

today. You write a word in the middle of the page and then allow five other words to come and 

on each branch five and five more until you run out. Then you can write about what comes up 

for you. 
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Journal it: Pick a word that describes how you want to feel today and explore what word 

associations come up for you. Next, freewrite for 10 minutes about what these words mean to 

you. Later, when tucked up in bed and writing about your day, reflect on what happened. 

Affirmations 

Affirmations are things that you affirm to be true, in other words, positive statements. These 

statements describe something positive that you want to achieve. They are usually short 

sentences and are something that you can easily repeat during the day. What they do is to tell 

your unconscious mind that something is real. Your unconscious mind will see these positive 

statements, and it will be triggered into action. Try this – I have a beautiful smile. With any 

luck, you immediately smiled and forgot that perhaps you didn't like your teeth, for example. 

It's that simple and so infectious. 

When you repeat affirmations, your mind finds these motivating and inspiring and trots off 

to obey you. Like the excellent computer that it is, it will embed these programs into its every 

day 'you' code, and it becomes true. 

Journal it: Take your word of the day and turn it into an affirmation. Use this affirmation 

throughout the day and reflect on what happened and how you felt at the end of the day. 

Ask yourself right now what would it be  

Start each day with an affirmation. Choose one of these or make up your own: 

Confidence-self-esteem affirmations 

• I grow more confident and stronger each day. 

• I am the architect of my life. I design its structure. 

• I build my life's foundation and choose its contents. 

• I love myself and feel great about myself. 

• I accept myself unconditionally. 

Relationships and love affirmations 

• My partner is coming into my life sooner than I expect. 

• My heart is always open. 

• I am surrounded by love.  

• I love unconditionally and without hesitation. 

• I am loved and appreciated by those around me. 

Prosperity and abundance affirmations 

• I am surrounded by abundance. 

• I attract money effortlessly and easily. 
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• I continuously discover new avenues of income. 

• I am open to all the wealth life has to offer. 

Health affirmations 

• I am healthy, energetic, and optimistic. 

• Every day I get healthier and more fit. 

• I care for my body by eating a healthy, well-balanced diet. 

• I exercise regularly to strengthen my body. 

Work and career affirmations 

• My job adds satisfaction and fulfilment to my life. 

• My career provides me the right opportunities to grow. 

• I am valued and appreciated at my workplace. 

• I perform my duties with the greatest diligence and attention. 

Motivation-encouragement 

• Every choice I make leads to bigger and better opportunities. 

• I find something positive about every situation. 

• I find optimistic ways of dealing with difficulties. 

• I find ways to praise others and offer helpful suggestions. 

Peace and happiness 

• My most important goal is to be at peace, regardless of the situation. 

• I make a conscious choice to be happy. 

• My body is relaxed. My mind is calm. My soul is at peace. 

• I feel joy and contentment in this moment. 

What brings you joy? 

Often we forget about the simple things in life that bring us joy and connect us with the spirit 

within. This is a lovely way to remind yourself of the things that bring us joy and connect us 

back with our spirit. What you will also find that these things will reduce your anxiety if you 

choose to participate. 

Journal it: Make an A to Z list of things that bring you joy. 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

O 

P 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

V 

W 

E.g. 

• B – Bake 

• C - Cook 

• D - Dance 

• H – Hike 

• K – Be kind 

• S – Swim 

• T - Talk with friends 

• W - Walk 

Choose to follow your joy 

• Choose an activity 

• Choose to follow your joy 

• Journal and reflect  
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During the day 

Look in the mirror and smile 

It is well known that a smile will change how you feel like nothing else. When I take my dogs 

for a walk, I make a point to smile at anyone I meet. Generally, they smile back. It makes such 

a difference. Take the time to smile at yourself and watch your mood lift. Even if you think you 

look a tad bedraggled and perhaps your mood is not the greatest, do it and your day will 

change. 

Body sensations 

You may have heard of the fight/flight response. When there is a trigger, our body releases 

hormones into your body, which gets us ready to focus on the danger. Many people spend all 

day responding to threat after threat. This leaves little room for them to find their place of 

inner peace. All of this adrenaline and other anxious activities like procrastination, avoidance, 

emotional eating, and drinking put us under enormous pressure. 

As you think about an event that has triggered your anxiety, you will feel sensations in your 

body. Your heart might start beating faster. You may feel like you cannot breathe. You may 

feel hot and sweaty. You may feel shaky. You may have an upset stomach (this always used 

to be one of my favourites). Then there are other sensations that seem to be there and 

lingering most of the time. Take a look at this list and tick the ones that resonate with you. 

You may have noted some of these already. 

● Breathing faster 

● Can't catch your breath 

● Muscle tension – for example, aching back, shoulders, or jaw 

● Familiar aches and pains  

● Trembling and sweating 

● Chronic headaches/regular headaches/migraines 

● Fluctuating appetite  

● Stomach aches, stomach problems or nausea 

● Teeth-grinding 

● Sleeping difficulties 
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● Feeling frequently weary, even after sleep 

● Restlessness and difficulty relaxing and sleeping 

● Frequent cold sores, colds or flu 

● Panic attacks 

● High blood pressure 

Starting to become aware of what is happening in your body is a wonderful start to being 

able to make some suitable changes. 

Journal it: As you go through your day or week, make a list of these things that come up. What 

do you learn about your triggers? 

Take breaks 

Work in 90-minute blocks. Set a time or use something like Brain.FM. Choose a program and 

when it ends, do something else. This stops you from overwork and get overwhelmed, and 

you get a change to change state and so something nice like go for a walk. 

Exercises to connect you with your breath 

The vagus nerve 

Think of the vagus nerve like a communications superhighway. It carries information between 

the brain and your internal organs which then controls the body's responses in times of rest 

and relaxation. Which is why in meditation, you will be asked to place your tongue behind your 

teeth to calm down your chattering mind. Try it now, it will feel weird, but notice how you calm 

down. 

Box breathing 

This is super easy and very calming. Breathe in for four, hold a full breath for four, breath out 

for four, hold an empty breath for four. 

Mindful breathing to soothe an issue 

Get comfortable and close your eyes, take a gentle breath, feeling the air going in through your 

nostrils, into your body, and out of your nose. Connect your roots to Mother Earth and feel 

connected and grounded. Breathe in from your roots and into your heart. 

Breathe in, say, 'Breathing in, I am calm and connected to the feelings I am experiencing 

now.' Breathe out, say, 'Breathing out, I am calm and connected to the feelings I am 

experiencing now.' 
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Allow yourself to feel the feelings; let them be there. Open your awareness to the breath 

going in, and the breath going out; only focus on this: breath in, breath out. Let the breath take 

its course, and don't control it in any way; just notice it. 

Let your in-breath and your out-breath fill your mind. That is being mindful of your breath. 

Keep noticing your in-breath, your out-breath and feel the breath soothing you, comforting you 

and nurturing you. Feel the inner peace that this brings. 

Now surrender the issue that is concerning you to this inner peace, let it flow and let the 

problem go. Keep breathing, noticing your in-breath and your out-breath… When you are ready, 

put pen to paper. 

When the worry or the feeling comes back into your mind and troubles you, repeat the 

process, noticing and feeling your in-breath and your out-breath, while letting your breath fill 

your mind. Keep gently repeating this process whenever the worry or the feeling comes back 

until eventually, it fades away. 

R E L A X 

When you feel tense, stop and say R E L A X in your head. Breathe in and breathe out a letter. 

Journal it: Reflect in your journal at night how this worked for you 

54321 and gratitude 

54321 is a very popular strategy. Which goes like this: 

• 5: Notice FIVE things you see around you 

• 4: Notice FOUR things you can touch around you 

• 3 Notice THREE things you hear. 

• 2: Notice TWO things you can smell 

• 1: Notice ONE thing you can taste 

• Each time you do 54321 look around and ask what you feel gratitude for. 

Another way to use 54321 is to stop and sing it in your head. This always makes me smile. 
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Speak to yourself with loving-kindness 

Start to notice how you speak to yourself. These words are etched on your body. While you 

may tattoo yourself with a positive affirmation, you would not dream of writing your words of 

hatred on you for all to see. Your body can hear your words. Notice what they are and start to 

change them. 

What I find helps me is to keep post-it notes in the kitchen and bathroom and write little 

love notes to me (see above). I feel fab when I find them (not sure how I could have forgotten 

I wrote them) and they help reinforce a positive self-image and love. When I find the notes, I 

say out loud what is on them. You could also write – speak to myself with loving-kindness just 

to remind yourself to stop and do just that. 

I also start the day by looking in the mirror and saying something loving to me. And 

whenever I catch myself about to criticise me, I turn it around. 

Self-talk and soothing statements 

If you are anxious, you may sound like you are talking through a cheese grater. There will be a 

tone to your voice, and you will almost certainly be using the same kind of self-talk statements. 

Exploring your negative thoughts, triggers, and the way that you talk to yourself will open up a 

new level of understanding and enable you to reframe and change them. 

Negative thoughts and triggers 

For years, you have unconsciously trained your brain to think negatively about yourself.  At 

this point, those thoughts come automatically. These questions are designed to help stop 

those thoughts and allow you to challenge those beliefs. Once you start thinking better about 

yourself, your confidence will soar.  

There are two parts to this – one the questions and then choosing soothing statements 

when the thought crops up and catches you unaware. 

Journal it: Part 1 – sit quietly with these questions and your journal. 

• Negative thought:  

• What triggered this thought? 

• What emotions am I feeling right now while having this thought? 

• What am I saying to myself? 

• Is this negative thought true or just my opinion? 

• Could I be wrong about this? 

• How else can I look at this? 

• What evidence supports this thought?  

• What evidence disputes it? 
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• Is this negative thought serving a positive purpose in my life? If so, how? 

• Is this thought interfering with my inner peace and happiness?  

• How can I change this thought into something more positive? 

• If someone else had this thought, what would I say to them? 

• What would someone else say to me if they knew I was having this thought? 

• Is the true reason for this thought because I'm trying to avoid something? If so, what is it? 

Why am I avoiding/resisting this? How can I address this? 

• Am I taking responsibility for something that is not my fault or within my control?  

• What is the worst thing that could happen if this thought is true? Could I handle it and how? 

• What's the best thing that could happen if this thought is true? 

Self-talk statements 

When you catch yourself feeling anxious, what kinds of things are you saying to yourself and 

in what tone of voice? Tone is not what you say more how you say it. Consider these, do you 

talk to yourself like this? 

• Soft and kind 

• Harsh/sharp 

• Bitter 

• Annoyed/angry 

• Resigned 

• Something else? 

Think of something you say to yourself in moments of anxiety, perhaps it's something like 

oh you stupid ***! Next, consider the tone you use with yourself? For me, it would be annoyed. 

What about words like – I can't take anymore. You may say this in a soft resigned tone. 

Spend some time noticing the words that you use in your anxious moments, then consider 

the tone of voice that you use. What do you notice? 

Journal it: Make a list of self-talk statements and the add in the tone of voice that you used. 

What do you learn? 

What is the story behind the voice?  

When you talk to yourself, who do you hear? I don't mean you, I mean perhaps a parent or a 

teacher. Stop and listen. Who first spoke to you in this way? Or who did you notice speaking 

to themselves like you do? Remember, as children, we learn from others. And it sticks. Is there 

a story attached? While you may not want to go in time to events that could be triggering, there 

is always great insight to be had when you notice where something has come from.  

The underlying voice and its story are just waiting to be revealed, and when they do, it's 

always a fascinating aha moment.  
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Journal it: Take some moments to think about who's voice do you hear and the story that goes 

with it? Ask yourself, is it really you talking or someone else? 

Soothing statements 

Now that you understand the way in which you talk to yourself, it's time to think about how 

you can change the tone and be kinder to yourself. One of the ways to do this is to take one 

of your statements and say it in a few different ways, What do you notice about how each 

feels? And where do you feel it in your body? The next thing to do is to reframe what you are 

saying to yourself. So if you called yourself a silly ***, you might say it's ok to feel annoyed 

when x happens; however, I choose to feel calm and at peace with it and make sure you speak 

in a soft and kind tone. 

Change I can't take it anymore. With, This is uncomfortable, but I can handle it if I take slow 

and deep breaths. Remember to say it in a soft and kind tone. Or I've done this before so I can 

do it again. 

Say to yourself - I am safe, and this will too will pass. I have survived this before. I am just 

going to let this flow through my body, and be grounded in Mother Earth. 

Use your breath, Keep your breath even and free and allow the voice to carry a calming 

energy through the sentences. Record yourself – this is fascinating. Normally, you only hear 

yourself through your ears. Listening back to a recording will allow you to hear your true voice. 

Use the Tonglen exercise or another breathing exercise to help you if anything comes up. 

Journal it: Practice reframing and recording your voice—Journal about what you discover. 

Send the critic packing 

Often we have a critic like doubt which creates a level of anxiety in us. It could be another 

word, and the work that you do on how you talk to yourself will reveal this. Use the diagram 

overleaf 

• Where does [your word] live? (inside or outside of you) 

• Does it have a name/colour/sound/feeling? 

• Why is it with you? 

• Does it have a positive reason to be with you? What is that? 

 

• If you could put this feeling somewhere else, where could it go? 

• How could this thing help you in the future? 

 

For me, doubt sits on my shoulder and is a grey stick man. It has a snarky voice, and it 

prods and whispers in my ear. And then I find myself immobilised. Its positive purpose is to 

keep me safe. 
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When I put it on the shelf, I keep my eye on it, and if I need to check-in, I can. This gives me 

back my power and reduces my anxiety around whatever is going on. 

Then do this for the opposite of the word you chose: doubt and certainty. 

• Where does [your word] live? (inside or outside of you) 

• Does it have a name/colour/sound/feeling? 

• Why is it with you? 

• Does it have a positive reason to be with you? What is that? 

 

How could you use certainty to support you during the day? 

 

Certainty lives in my heart. I simply place my hand on my heart and breathe slowly and gently 
into my heart. 

 

Words you could choose: 

• Anxiety – calm 

• Fear – brave 

• Shame – self-worth 

 

You can use this for feelings, emotions, people, places, events, etc. The key is to be 
inventive. 
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Managing your emotions 

First, you need to understand why this emotion, the triggers and what is happening in your 

body – use your anxiety record. Then working to manage your emotions so that you can 

manage other peoples emotions in response to you. There is a saying that the person who 

has the most flexibility controls the room – meaning that if you can manage your emotions, 

you can hopefully diffuse what is going on around you. 

You are not at the mercy of your emotions, although you can sometimes you can lose 

control. Not controlling your emotions can cause you to send the wrong message to others 

and people who trust you may start to lose faith in you 

Remember that managing or controlling your emotions doesn't mean stuffing them down, 

or ignoring them. It means 'managing' the emotions to ensure that you make good choices. 

Reframe your emotions 

Reframe your thoughts and your emotions – you can do this! Turn your can't to feeling that 

you can. Think about a picture you have on your wall. What would it look like in a different 

frame on another wall? Reframing is about taking something that you hold in your mind and 

framing it in another way. That might be seeing a problem as an opportunity or a perceived 

weakness as a strength, or a can't be as a can. In the context of healing, it is reframing the 

issue so that you see it as healed or in a new way. This reframing creates new neural pathways, 

and so they become how you think and feel normally. 

Why reframe your emotions? 

• Because being mindful of what you are really feeling can help you identify possible reasons 

why 

• You can shift your negative thinking from I am sad to I am feeling sad… because feeling is 

different from owning. 

• With this deeper understanding of your emotions, you can begin to shift and re-frame your 

thinking or move through emotions naturally 

Reframing 

Create a simple affirmation and repeat it to yourself during the day. For example, you might 

replace 'I am ugly' with I am feeling ugly, but I am normally beautiful. You wouldn't use the 

negative 'I am not ugly'. Other examples might be: 

• I am unlovable – I am feeling unloveable, but I am loveable  

• Nobody loves me – I am feeling that nobody loves me, really everyone loves me  

• I don't deserve – I am feeling like I don't deserve…, but I deserve all my heart desires  
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Your energy creates your reality, so, smile, choose new thoughts and emotions and don't 

forget to write in your journal things that you are grateful for. We will look at gratitude later. 

Journal it: What negatives do you need to reframe? Make a list of things you say and them 

replace them with affirmations that feel good to you. Reflect on what happens when you do this. 

How would you prefer to feel? Who would you be if you weren't at the 'mercy' of your emotions? 

The you now perspective 

Your journal enables you to ask questions, be curious and explore your past from the you now 

perspective. The emotions that you once experienced will now feel different. This will help you 

to understand yourself and others better. In this way, you can use your journal to scramble the 

script and tell a new story. When you do this, you can give them a better meaning and learn 

more about how to manage them in the present. This provides wonderful opportunities for 

growth and the future you. 

Taking responsibility 

When you see your stories in black and white, please be kind and compassionate towards 

yourself. Your journal is not a place for judgements. Take the stand of this has happened for 

me (to learn and grow) and not to me. By being responsible for your emotions and embracing 

what you learn over time, you will see your transformation. 

Journal it: Choose an emotion that you want to work with and consider the story from the you, 

now perspective. Give the emotion a better meaning. What have you learned? What growth 

opportunities does this give you? 

Reframing on the move 

The words you use will have an effect on your emotions and the intensity of them. Imagine 

this.  You awoke this morning to find that the dog had been sick on your bed, the rabbit had 

chewed through the cable of your electric clock, and you are already late for work.  The shower 

is cold, your clothes un-ironed, the milk is off, the traffic is heavy.  Phew, do you feel mad, 

enraged or just slightly annoyed after all its just an off day. How anxious do you feel on a scale 

of 1-10? The intensity of the words that you use trains the conscious and subconscious mind 

to believe those words and trigger a pattern of behaviours. Think about these: 

• Fear – fearful to terrified 

• Anger – miffed to rage 

• Sadness - gloominess to grief 

• Joy – content to outrageously happy 

• Surprise - uncertainty to amazement 

What words do you use to describe your emotional intensity and what new words could 

you use? 
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My anger arose early in life because I was constantly told to shut up in one form or another. 

I lived in a conflicted home, where anger and arguments were the norms. I hated it, and my 

response was to be unruly and wild. The response to that was to try and stop me doing what 

I wanted to do, and so it continued. 

I then developed a habit of when I perceived that someone told me what to do; I would get 

anxious thoughts and become enraged. Often keeping it in until I went over the top. I stopped 

myself feeling or saying anything about it, and then my patience would run out, and I would 

explode. Then I would mither over it and stay in a state of anxiety. I have done a lot of work on 

this and through writing discovered the roots.  

Writing in my journal and reframing the stories helped me after the event. What helped me 

at the point of being triggered was the finger anchor. The finger anchor helps you to reframe 

words to lower their intensity. E.g. rage, anger, annoyed and then miffed.  

Think about perhaps some anxious thoughts you are having what words could you use for 

the following anchor? 

Anxious – stressed – worried – at ease 

I – Am – Always – Enough 

Rage – Angry – Annoyed - Miffed 
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The anchor 

 

 

I trained myself to notice that old feeling arise and immediately used my fingers to reframe 

in the moment. It took a while, and then what happened was that when I felt something 

happen, my finger activity made me smile. 

This count down is like being mindful in the moment – it is a tool like the breath to bring 

you back to a place of relative peace. It is not suppressing the emotion it is changing its 

intensity to change your state and operate rationally again. 

In addition to the countdown, you can also put your tongue on the roof of your mouth and 

do box breathing – in for 4, hold for 4 and out for 4.  

Imagine four words, one for each 

finger, where the emotion 

lessens. When triggered use your 

thumb to bring the emotion down. 

Ensure you also work with your 

breath while doing it. 
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Check-ins 

Check-in - Notice what happens during the day 

• Set a timer to check in with you 

• Make a note of your emotions as you go through the day 

• What do they evoke in you? 

• How do you behave? 

• Is there a better way? 

• What do you feel? 

• What are your words? 

• What is your level of intensity? 

• What happens when…? 

• What do you do? 

• What do you say? 

• Patterns, habits, beliefs, perceptions? 

Journal it: Part one -  Check in on your emotional intensity 

• Fear – fearful to terrified 

• Anger – miffed to rage 

• Sadness - gloominess to grief 

• Joy – content to outrageously happy 

• Surprise - uncertainty to amazement 

• Anxious – stressed – worried – at ease 

• Create an anchor with your fingers to lessen the intensity 

Part two – what do you learn from your check-in 

 

Practice and use your reframing anchor. 
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At the end of the day 

These are things that you can do to wind your day down. 

Mandalas 

My life is colourful and magical 

The word mandala comes from the ancient Sanskrit language, and it means "circle" or "centre". 

They have been used for centuries in rituals and for meditation. While they look like interesting 

shapes, there is much more to a mandala than that. If you look around at nature, you will see 

that there are all kinds of unusual shapes. Bring a snowflake to mind or a spider's web. These 

are both intricate and beautiful, and when you look at them, you may find yourself transported 

into a world of wonder. 

Colouring mandalas (or other mandala type images) has been proven to produce a 

calming effect on the person colouring them in. Journaling and reflective writing have also 

been shown to have a profound effect on the writer. Putting the two together is incredibly 

healing. The very act of colouring releases tension and allows your unconscious thoughts to 

flow. When you then write about what comes up, you will get incredible insights. Then upon 

reflection, you begin to make sense, see patterns, ways through your problems and onto to 

solutions, ideas and inspiration. 

Combining colouring mandalas with journaling and reflective writing will change your 

perspective and your life. Then,  if you choose, you can make some significant changes based 

on what you learn. 

The benefits of mandalas 

• There is no right or wrong way to colour a mandala. Colour them in any way you desire 

• You can colour in a mandala just about anywhere there is a surface for you to rest on 

• Colouring lifts your spirits and brings out the child in you 

• You can colour at your own pace 

• You are creating a unique work of art 

• It connects you to your wisdom and creativity 

• It's relaxing and will help you to destress 
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Try the one-minute mandala 

The one-minute mandala is quite simple. Get everything ready, set a timer for one minute and 

colour. You won't get much done, but it's a lovely way of being aware of being mindful for a 

minute. Choose one of the gorgeous mandalas in this book. Choose your mandala and spend 

a few minutes every day being mindful. When you colour, bring to mind how you would like 

your day to be or how your day was. What about that magic you want to manifest? Even if 

there is nothing on your mind or nothing in particular you want, choose an affirmation, start 

colouring it in and enjoy the process. 

Reflect on your mandalas 

When you look at each mandala, what are your first impressions? Go deeper, what else? What 

do you learn? What do you see, sense or know?  

Journal it: Choose a mandala and colour it in intuitively. How did it go? What insights did you 

get?  
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The mindful labyrinth 

Print out the labyrinth and when you need to come back into your heart. Trace your finger 

along the pathway of the labyrinth. 
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Gratitude 

After affirmations, I like to add in the practice of gratitude. Combined these help to get you 

connected to your heart, help you to change perspective and allow you to powerfully reframe 

your life. 

Gratitude is our way of saying thank for something we value, for blessings, miracles and 

unexpected gifts. It's a feeling that emanates from the heart and therefore from a place of 

love. It helps you to connect with spirit, divine inner wisdom and consciousness. It also keeps 

you grounded in the real world. 

Journal it: At the end of the day write 3 things that you are grateful for and reflect on how this 

worked for you. 

Your gratitude journal 

As you go about your day, engage your five senses as often as possible so that you become 

aware of the things you can feel grateful for and appreciate. Then take a moment to be present 

to each element as you notice it and become aware of your feelings. Also go deeper and fully 

understand what has been made available to you. Remember your affirmation and reflect on 

this. When it comes to gratitude, write anything from the mundane, material to the magnificent, 

while focusing on the heart chakra area – also remember to connect to your roots.  

Challenges and lessons 

What challenges and lessons came up from the things you felt gratitude for. In writing this, it 

will open your awareness to the deeper meaning of gratitude. 

Gifts 

What gifts did the things you are grateful for, plus the challenges and lesson? Why do you 

consider them to be gifts? 

Appreciation 

Remember to consider the source of your gratitude and appreciate the abundance that is 

coming into your life. Regular gratitude and appreciation will rev up your energy and help you 

to create a more loving and fulfilling life.  

Journal it: When you begin your gratitude practice recall what you have noticed during the day 

or week. When you are ready, write at least three things that you are grateful for stated in the 

present tense. State I am grateful for… For example: 

• I am grateful that it is safe to love me 

• I am grateful that I am surrounded by beautiful and loving friends and family 

• I am grateful for my healthy boundaries and kind heart 

When you have finished writing what you are grateful for breath in love from your roots, up 

your body and into your heart and connect to your appreciation. 
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Reflective journaling 
practice 

The power of reflection will change your life. 

Reflection is your response to experiences, situations, events or new information and a phase 

where processing and learning can take place. When you reflect your unconscious mind 

searches for evidence and analyses it. After which it tries to make meaning and draw 

conclusions based on the evidence presented. Once you have been able to evaluate what you 

are reflecting on, you can then decide what's next. Reflection is a powerful learning experience, 

which is not about sitting in the lotus position omming, though of course, you could. Reflection 

has a few basic elements: - 

• Retelling- state the basic facts (write a journal entry) and consider how you felt about it at 

the time and how you feel about it now 

• Examine – examine and relate the feelings or events to other times when you have felt the 

same way 

• Reflecting – How do you change your behaviours? What possible alternatives, 

perspectives, meanings, or links can you see? 

Reflection, then allows you to further process what you have written so that you can make 

meaning of your words, make changes, and start the healing process. Reflection is simply a 

process which enables you to make meaning from your writing, challenge your thinking, learn 

who you are and gives you the opportunity to make choices about changing the way you 

behave. 

To make sense of your writing, you simply have to leave it. Reflective thinking is about 

going back and looking at your journal, analysing what you have written, with the goal of 

making decisions about what to do or what not to do. It is when you do this that you will 

discover inspiration and clarity.  

You can reflect on what you have written at any time. When you come to reflect on your 

journaling after you have completed all of these prompts, consider how what you have written 

about has impacted your life, ask these questions.  

• What have you learned about you?  

• What are your most significant insights?  

• What is one thing that you will do differently because of what you have learned? 
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Focus your reflections on creating inner peace, contentment and feeling happy to be you. 

Before you start to reflect and write, read through your journal so far, and simply become 

aware of anything that stands out for you.  

Simple reflection 

Simple reflection comes from taking any of your journal entries and completing the following 

questions. 

• Describe the situation 

• What did I do? What happened? What did I say? 

• Who was with me? 

• How well or not so well did it go? 

• How do I think or feel about it? 

• What did I think about but not say? 

• What did I learn? 

• What will I do differently next time? 

• How will I do it differently next time? 

• What have I achieved? 

• What have I learnt about myself? 

Silence as a stimulus for action 

In the spaces and the silence come the answers. Close your eyes and breathe into the silence. 

In the silence, further information, memories, ideas, solutions and ways forward will come. It 

is in the allowing, the silence, the void and nothingness that we find our deepest well of 

resources. 

Learning to stand back and being out of the picture 

Sometimes when you write about painful experiences, you start to relive the experience, which 

may be unhelpful. It is vital to get this stuff out and on to paper. Once we have done that, it is 

even more important that, when we reflect on it, we do so from a stand back position and to 

remain out of the picture, so that we can view it objectively and without emotion. 

We take a stand back / out of the picture position so that it protects it from the pain we 

may have been feeling, it separates feeling from the images that we can see, it allows us to 

see the event in a new way and therefore put it to bed. 

Out of the picture reflection 

• Take one of your journal entries and write it on a piece of paper 

• Place the paper on the floor 

• Standing looking at the paper and journal entry, reflect on the situation 

• Look at it from a distance and think about how you might resolve it or change it 
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In the picture 

When we reflect on something that was great, it is better to reflect when we are in the picture 

so that we can remember, see, feel and hear all the great things that happened. You can use 

these positive experiences whenever you are feeling down. 

In the picture reflection 

• Take one of your journal entries and write it on a piece of paper. This needs to be about 

something good and positive 

• Place the paper on the floor 

• Standing on the paper and journal entry, reflect on the situation 

• Close your eyes. Let all the great feelings wash over you 

NB: In some cultures, standing on paper is a no-no. In which case, place the paper to your 

heart or use your intuition to know where to put it. 

The power of I statements 

Use "I" statements. Review and look for journal entries that say things like 'he/she made me…'. 
You are looking to change the 'he made me', to, 'I felt' or 'I did or said'. 

• For example, he /she made me so mad when I walked through the door and saw the pile 

of dishes, once again piled up, and he/she was sitting on the sofa drinking tea. 

• Could be changed to I felt so angry when….  

After which you can examine why it made you angry and what has to happen to change 

your feelings. You are looking at how you can take ownership of your feelings and reactions. 

The power of your language 

If you listen to your voice on a recording it doesn't sound like you, what we hear is the sound 

resonating inside us, the person we are talking to hears a different sound, because it is 

travelling to them in another way. When you read your journal back, it may not seem like you 

too. This is because it is your heart and soul speaking through your pen as a channel.  

When people talk about voice, you usually think of the noise that comes out of your mouth, 

and of course, in part it is. When someone speaks to you, what do you get a sense of? 

• The person 

• Pitch and tone 

• Understanding 

• Emotion 

• Passion 

• Purpose 

• Something else? 
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• Do you paint a picture in your head, hear sounds, get a feeling or a sense of all of those – 

what happens for you? 

The voice is a fantastic instrument, and I, for one moment, couldn't begin to tell you how it 

all works. For a short period, I was having singing lessons so that I could be a better thinker 

and speaker. I was amazed by how my voice resonated in different parts of my body, 

sometimes in my stomach and sometimes bouncing around my skull. I tried to follow it, to 

understand what it was doing and why. I was encouraged to practise scales and make funny 

noises with my lips and tongue in strange positions. What amazed me was that I let go of fear 

and gave it a go. When you read your journal entries back, let go and see what comes back to 

you. It's your voice. Journaling has a lot to do with finding your voice and speaking your truth. 

What do you notice about your written language? Words shape people and behaviours. 

Language is one of our tools for expression and communication. When you use reflective 

practice and study how you use language – what words and phrases you unconsciously 

choose and combine it will help you to better understand yourself and why you behave the 

way you do. Language plays a significant role in how you and others perceive the world. As 

you read your writing, you will discover what words and phrases influence you, unknowingly. 

Again, ask, what do you learn? 

Reflections, feedback & follow up 

When it's time to reflect, picture yourself as a tree with your roots connecting you to the earth. 

This is how you will stay connected, grounded and secure. Drink in the energy of Mother Earth 

up into your heart, see yourself creating a strong, energetic foundation for your life's journey. 

Imagine energy flowing from Mother Earth and holding you secure and in your power. This 

establishes a stable place in the world for you. When you are ready, go with the flow, and put 

pen to paper. Colouring in a mandala before you reflect is also a fantastic way to take your 

reflection practice deeper. When you reflect, you are looking for linkages, patterns, pictures, 

common points of reference and aha moments. Images and emotions stored in your long-

term memory will come to mind to help. For me, it is a combination of logic and creativity. 

When you are ready, reflect and see how far you have grown. 
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Moving forward 

The Perfect Day Exercise 

Every accomplishment in history has started as a thought. Someone dreamt up something in 

their mind and then brought to reality. In a way – that is what visualisation is. Of course, there 

is more to visualisation than just having a single thought. Visualisation is when you think 

deeply and specifically about your goals – what is on your bucket list for your soul. You 

imagine how you will reach them. What it will feel like reaching them and what life will be like 

after you reach them. You do this regularly, and you do this often. 

Visualisation isn't pie in the sky mysticism either. High-level executives and athletes both 

use visualisation regularly. If you have any goals or dreams that you want to accomplish, then 

visualisation is a powerful tool you should not ignore. 

There is a funny thing you may not know about your subconscious. Whether it is real or 

not, if you create a mental picture of something, your brain believes it to be true. When you 

plant new ideas into your mind using visualisation techniques and repeatedly show these 

images, your subconscious believes these to be your reality. It will then work hard to 

continue to create the conditions to make this reality stay constant. This is why visualisation 

works so well.  

You can plant new realities into your mind. When you continue to practice the technique, 

it will start to influence your emotions, thoughts, and actions over time. Create a mental 

picture, not just of what you want, but also of the person you will be when you achieve it. How 

will you feel? What will be different about you and your life? The more you visualise this, the 

more likely it is to become a reality.  

Your perfect day 

This powerful exercise engages your Subconscious Mind and sets a detailed blueprint of what 

your life will be like using the power of focused visualisation. 

In this exercise, you're going to imagine your perfect day.  

This is an imaginary day, sometime in the future, where you have everything you want. 

You've achieved every desire you could ever have, you live exactly where you want, and with 

the person or people, you want to be with. 

Give yourself permission to let your imagination go wild with this one. Make it as far out 

and as wonderful as your wildest dreams. 
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Your unconscious mind doesn't know the difference between reality and imagination if 

they are both fuelled by an emotional response, so it's important to fully engage with the 

sights, smells, tastes, sounds and feel of the situation you are imagining, because reality 

involves all the senses. 

Getting fully involved in the imagining with this exercise will open up your creativity, and 

you'll be surprised at the things you will learn about yourself. 

And, once you set out a clear description of your perfect day, and focus on it repeatedly, 

your Unconscious Mind will do everything it can to balance out the reality it sees with the 

reality it has been shown. 

The Exercise – Part 1 

Take a pen and paper, find somewhere quiet and answer the following questions. It's 

important to answer them in the present tense, as if you are currently experiencing them and 

to be as accurate and detailed as you can. Really let your imagination run away with you but 

try to keep an element of realism. 

Some people might find it easy to imagine a million-dollar house, whereas others will find 

it difficult to imagine more than a small apartment. It doesn't matter. Just do what's 

comfortable while still thinking as big as you can. And remember, you can always do this again 

at a later date. Don't worry if the exercise takes several attempts to finish, just be sure the 

answers are truly what you want. If you like, you can use pictures to aid in the description. Add 

clippings from magazines, old photos or pictures from the Internet to your work. 

Ready, here goes...(remember to write the answers down) 

Where do you live? 

• Be precise 

• The country right down to the street you live in 

Describe your house/home 

• What does it look like?  

• Describe your furniture 

• Describe the energy of your home 

• What do the fixtures and fittings feel like?  

• What colours do you use? 

• What sounds can you hear?  

• What does it smell like? 

Describe your car 

• Maybe you have several cars? 

• Describe the exact make, model and colour 
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Describe your perfect morning 

• What time do you wake up? 

• What can you feel, hear, see and smell? 

• What is your morning routine? 

Work 

• What would your business be? 

• What time would you start work? 

• What would you actually do at work? 

• What are your clients like? 

Lunch 

• What food do you have for lunch? 

• Describe the tastes and smells 

• Who are you eating with? 

• Do you have lunch with friends? 

• What are your friends like? 

• What do you talk about? 

Leisure time 

• What do you do for exercise? 

• What hobbies, sports or pastimes do you enjoy? 

• What do you do for personal fulfilment? 

Family 

• Do you have a spouse or partner? 

• Do you have children? 

• Describe them 

• What do you do for family time? 

• What vacations do you take? 

• How many holidays/vacations do you take? 

Dinner 

• Where do you eat? 

• Describe the food 

• Who do you eat with? 

• What do you talk about? 

Evening Time 

• What do you do in the evening? 

• Do you read, watch a movie, walk on the beach? 

• What time would you go to bed? 

• What do the sheets and mattress feel like? 
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• What would you think about when you go to bed? 

There, that wasn't so hard, was it?        

That little exercise can produce astounding results! It tells your Subconscious Mind exactly 

what you want out of life and gives you an insight into what's really important to you. I first did 

this exercise about five years ago, and like many people, I did it for fun without really believing 

it would make a difference. I re-discovered my list a few years later and was stunned to see 

that I had virtually everything on it. Some of the things had turned out a little differently, but 

the core of each item had been realised in my life. 

The Exercise – Part 2 

Now that you've completed Part 1 of the exercise you're going to use your notes to write your 

own story. Even if you find writing difficult, the notes from the Perfect Day Exercise will guide 

you. All you have to do is add a narrative between the notes. You could start something like 

this: 

"I live in a beautiful traditional house in the countryside in Spain, nestled in the hills, 

overlooking the sea. I am woken every day at 8:30am by the sounds of birds in the garden and 

the sun streaming through my bedroom window…" 

And carry on from there. 

Ideally,  you should write this by hand but if you wrote in on a computer at least make sure 

to print it out! 

The Exercise –Part 3 

Now for the really exciting bit. 

Bringing it alive 

• Create a scene in your mind of an imaginary movie theatre. Imagine yourself sitting in 

the centre of the front row 

• In front of you is a large screen and on it is the start of your perfect day story 

• Start the movie and run your story all the way to the end 

• At the end of the movie, freeze the last frame 

• Turn up the colours, the brightness and the sounds and imagine yourself walking into 

the movie on the screen 

• Fully absorb yourself into the "you" on the screen 

• Restart the movie and enter your perfect day 

• Run the movie through several times at normal speed while experiencing all of the 

wonderful colours, sounds and experiences of the new you. See the sights, hear the 

sounds and feel the feelings  

• Then freeze the last frame 

• Repeat the process until this feels like the real you 
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This technique lets your unconscious mind know that this is your reality and will now make 

everything in the movie happen. Read through your perfect day often and run the visualisation 

exercise again several times. Muse on this as you go about your day. You can even do this as 

part of your daily meditation or walk. And don't forget to watch for the changes that show up 

in your life, and record these in your journal. 

Finally, plant your perfect day in a small plant pot or perhaps a candle holder, add in things 

that feel enriching. I, for example, would add crystals, you could add in hearts and light a 

candle. If you have an altar put your pot on there. 

Journal it: Write about your about perfect day and bring it alive. When you have done that plant 

it. 
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Giving thanks for your learning 

Journaling is a powerful way to learn more about who you are, where you are, what you want, 

what you want and need to heal and discovering your hearts desires. Today is very simple, my 

invitation is for you to go back through your journal and look at what you have written and to 

ask – what have I learned? And to then say thank you for your learning. Place your hands on 

your journal and say thank you. 

Journal it: Go through your journal and read what you have written, what comes up for you, think 

of lessons, challenges, gifts and learning. Explore what this transformation FEELS like 
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Question time 

It's time to reflect on the whole journey. Take your time and read through your journal. Mark 

up important notes and words with highlighter pens. How do you feel when you read your 

journal?  

Journal it: Answer these questions: 

• What went well? Why? 

• What needs letting go of or stopping? Why? 

• What needs starting? Why? 

• Look back over your journal and pick 5 things you are most grateful for 

• What good things happened?  

• What were your favourite moments?  

• What do you want to celebrate? 

• Who has taught you something important? How does this make you feel?  

• Who are you most grateful to?  

• How can you appreciate what you have in your life more? 

• What is your most important goal, desire or intention for going forward? 

• What habits do you need to change? 

• Who are you now that you have come on this journey? 

Part 2: Write a summary of your journey. What will you do to celebrate? 
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Learn more about Dale  

Dale is on a mission to help others escape their stressful and sometimes confusing lives, 

through enabling them to find inner peace, harmony, connect with their wild inner child and 

become happy to be me. 

Dale discovered the power of journaling and writing early on in life and has used it as she 

describes 'to save her life' many times. By putting pen to paper, connecting with her muse and 

combining that with reflective practice, Dale has been able to change her perspective in her 

journey to meet a better version of herself. 

In 2018, her spine fractured. One of the first things that she did was grab a new journal 

and begin to explore why and how to heal osteoporosis naturally. She used her journal to pour 

out her fear, confusion and overwhelm. She used it for research into ways that nutrition could 

help her to rebuild her bones, life and energy. In her darkest moments, she screamed at the 

pages which held her words and eventually she found peace. She knows first-hand the power 

of journaling and shares with you, how you can use it to also 'save your life.' 
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Dale also called upon the healing power and wisdom of her chakras and worked with 

crystals to use energy to support the healing process. She'd learned about energy medicine in 

her early 30's and was grateful for the knowledge in this time of need. Today like journaling, 

Dale works with her chakras and crystals daily. 

You can discover more at - www.daledarley.com  

Do you want more journaling prompts? Sign up for 101 days for being me.  

https://daledarley.com/101-days-of-being-me/  

Check out her courses - https://daledarley.com/workshops-courses/  
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